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To The Queensland Government

I am writing to you today to tell you
I say NO to the Extension of the Emergency Bill.
I am a Teacher Aide in a Special School and have lost my job due to the mandates, I have 4 Businesses that
have all been greatly impacted and I’m on the edge of going Bankrupt.
My marriage of 14 years has now ended and we have 5 young children.
The data shows you that the Vaccine does not work, you can still catch, pass it on and the percentages of
hospitalisation and deaths are much higher among the Vaccinated.
I am a young fit, healthy person who exercises daily and fuels my body with good nutrition, there for my
immunity is high hence why I still have not caught this flu, and let’s face it that’s all it is!
The divide in the country these mandates has caused is devastating, friends and families segregated not
speaking to one another, the rate of suicide has jumped significantly especially in young men.
Is this really worth it??
Australia has always been a country of freedom and choice and lend a hand to those in need.
We are going through a flood crisis atm but I can’t help at the local community shelters as I’m turned away as
I’m not Vaccinated but you will take my money and donations?!

Even Australians that were coerced into taking the vaccine and those by choice (and that’s fine, it should be a
choice) want the mandates to end.

Please for the sake of our people Do NOT extend the Emergency Bill, so me and other Australians can go back
to work passionately and provide for our families and be united as we once were.

Kind Regards

Rebel Bates

Sent from my iPhone
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